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A trip of Eastern Europe can be real fun provided you have planned it well. Be it a trip with family or
close buddies, it is always advisable to consult an expert tour operator beforehand if you want to
explore unique locations.

Eastern Europe is the region which offers varied cultures, ethnicities and languages. So, if you want
to plan an exclusive trip of this region then take a look at Parker Hallam â€“ My Buddies page is a
must. He has given a detailed and interesting description of his own trip with close friends. They
decided to tread a different route rather than visiting typical locations like London, Paris or Berlin.
They availed of Inter-Rail service which is an economical option but they had their share of fun too.
They hired an expert travel agent who arranged for Rail pass and also organized the entire tour plan.

The group had their first stop at Ljubljana which they preferred to cover by foot. The place has
attractions like museums, galleries and few churches all of which have historical significances. They
were taken aback by the breathtaking view from Ljubljana Castle on Lake Bled. Their next
destination was Croatia. Watching the sunset standing by the promenade waterfront was quite an
experience for them. The nightlife was equally heady and they had a great time over there. From
Croatia the group moved on to Kiev in Ukraine. Better known as the city of golden domes, the place
has quite a few tourist attractions like St Sofia Cathedral, Chernobyl Museum and Pecherska Lavra.
From there they ventured towards Romania where they enjoyed trekking to the seven painted
churches of Northern Moldovia. Parker Hallam feels that a tour of Eastern Europe will remain
incomplete without a visit to Poland. You can avail of the Inter-Rail to visit Krakow in Poland which is
renowned for its Gothic and Renaissance architecture. Belgr

ade is one of the most ancient European cities which have transformed itself with change of time but
has kept the olden flavor intact. The Belgrade fortress is a must visit for tourists, no matter if you are
drawn to history or not. The beauty and charm of Eastern Europe has come alive in Parker Hallam â€“
My Buddies page.

As mentioned earlier, the Eastern Europe tour needs to be arranged meticulously. If you are not
very sure about which destinations to be included and what all to be left out, then better consult an
expert in this regard. Again there are many who want to travel in group in order to keep the cost
down. They just plan to cover as many beautiful places as possible but in an economical manner
and within limited time. This is why you need to consult an able tour operator who has detailed idea
about exotic and exclusive locations of Eastern Europe.  A look at Parker Hallam â€“ My Buddies page
can offer you interesting ideas about how to plan such a trip within your restricted budget. You can
even take a look at his Facebook page for some amazing pictures. 
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readers with his unique, informative writing style and smooth narration. 
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